Undergraduate Office

• We’re on Instagram now – Follow us at UofSC_seoe
• Meet in Great – 89 students came to say “hello”!
• Riverbanks Zoo Internship Applications are open for Spring 2023 semester for all MSCI majors.
• Inaugural Peer Mentorship program is off the ground- 26 mentors (pictured here) and 34 mentees (freshman are paired with juniors within their degree program and will participate in different events throughout the course of the semester)
• 133 new freshman joining us this fall semester
• We are now supporting 3 SEOE Sections of University 101 (Dean, McClary and Baumann)

Graduate Office

• Baruch Retreat with incoming students was a blast!
• Welcome to our 16 new graduate students: Isabella Moore (Yankovsky), Katherine Suiker (Bulusu), LeHyne Green (Lim), Vic Pondo (Fuxe), Lian Backelder (Sure), Emma Hoffman (Bulusu), Mahgge Dassoe (Shrummack), Shannon Power (Powers), Melanee Thompson (Powers), Dari Alowoso (Wilson), Gabi Felson (Bullen-Nelson), Reese Hammond (Bullen-Nelson), Catherine Lippert-Min (Harrison), Sarah Todd (Wosse), Holly Wegdron (Shure) and Joseph Martina (Lear)

Around the Department News

• SEOE Faculty Showcase was a success. Faculty (pictured here) put themselves to the test describing their research with 1 slide in 1 minute!!
• We welcomed Peter Chametzky to the SEOE as our interim director. His office is located in EWS 603
• Dan Frost has joined our department as well. His office is located in EWS 516.

In Memoria:
Our heartfelt condolences to John Vernberg’s family on his recent passing. He was a leader in establishing the Belle W. Baruch Institute for Marine and Coastal Sciences. Donations can be made to the F. John Vernberg Fellowship in Coastal & Ocean Sciences

KUDOS!!

Is there something/someone you are proud of? Let the department know about the wonderful things you and the people around you are doing!! Kudos Form.

KEY DATES:

Sept 1st - 7th – Graduate Student Travel Grant for Oct-Dec events.
Sept 20th – MSCI Undergraduate Zoo Internship Applications are Due!!
Sept 23rd – Dive into Research Tour for Family Weekend. Click here to include your lab

Follow us on Social Media